Abstract
Introduction
preferable species due to its ethanol and acid tolerance and flavour profile (reviewed by Liu 2002 48 (Liu 2002) ). 49
In the process of fermented food and beverage making, the starting ingredients can have associated 50 indigenous microbial communities (Leff et al. 2013 ), which might vary depending on the source 51 additional 1 mL of CTAB/PVP lysis buffer was added to the lysate and incubated at 65°C for one 159 hour. DNA was purified from 1 mL of lysate with an equal volume of phenol-chloroform-isoamyl 160 alcohol mixture 49.5: 49.5: 1 and the upper aqueous layer was further purified with a MinElute PCR 161
Purification kit and the QIAvac 24 plus (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), according to the 162 manufacturer's instructions, and finally eluted in 100 ul DNase-free H2O . 163 Prior to library building, genomic DNA was fragmented to an average length of ~400 bp using the 164 
Metagenomic taxonomic profiling 180
The reads were first cleaned with cutadapt (Martin 2011 ) to remove adapter sequences and low 181 quality bases (min quality= 33, 3'-end minimum quality= 30, minimum length= 30). In order to AHMD01000885.1 and AHMD01000879.1, which contain rDNA tandem repeats, which we found 188 to artificially inflate the coverage due to mapping of reads likely deriving from other yeasts. 189
In order to characterize the microbial profiles of the inoculations, we used MGmapper (Petersen et 190 al. 2017 ) to first map the reads against the phi genome. The non-mapping reads were then used to 191 map against the next databases extracted from NCBI (2016/09/20) in "best mode": human, plant, 192
vertebrates, invertebrates, virus, fungi, protozoa, plasmid, and bacteria. The number of mapping 193 reads, coverage and depth were calculated, and the hits were annotated from the superkingdom to 194 the species taxonomic level. The identifications were filtered by taking into account the next 195 parameters: minimum abundance of 0.01%, minimum ratio of unique mapping reads and total 196 mapping reads of 0.005, maximum edit distance of 0.01, and minimum of 10 mapping reads. 197
Metagenomic taxonomic comparison 198
In order to compare the microbial populations of the different inoculation samples we first built a 199 matrix with the number of reads mapping to the filtered identifications from all the samples and 200 normalized the counts by percentage of abundance. We used this matrix to i) identify the core 201 microbiomes of each type of inoculation, ii) the diversity distance, iii) to perform principal 202 component analysis (PCA), iv) differential abundance, and v) abundance correlation analyses using 203 R. The comparative analyses were performed excluding the out-layer samples with the highest and 204 lowest depth of sequencing (OEN_B_18 and OEN_23, respectively). 205
The taxonomic cores were obtained by identifying the microbes present in all the replicates of each 206 inoculation type. We calculated the microbial diversity distance between and within the inoculation 207 types using the R package vegan using the Bray, Jaccard, and Euclidean distances and clustered 208 them with the ward.D and average methods. The differential abundance was performed using Fisher 209 test with alternative hypotheses greater and less. We built the contingency tables using the mean of 210 the technical replicates of the inoculation types and performed the next comparisons: i) all the 211 inoculation types versus the controls, ii) the combinations of OEP and the three B. bruxellensis 212 strains versus OEP, iii) the combinations of OEN The abundance correlations were performed with the R function cor.test using the Spearman 217 method. We removed from the normalized count matrix those identifications present in less than 10 218 samples. We defined two types of significant correlations (P < 0.05 and rho < -0.4 or rho > 0.7): a) 219
Unaffected correlations: the ones identified when comparing all the samples and when comparing 220 without each of the inoculation types. b) Affected correlations: the ones that were identified only 221 when removing one of the inoculation types. In order to identify the top 5% abundant taxa in each 222 sample, we normalized by depth of coverage. We also identified which top abundant species were 223 present in all the technical replicates of each inoculation type. 224
Metagenomic functional potential profiling 225
The presence of HCA decarboxylase gene (HcD) in the used B. bruxellensis strains was confirmed 226 using lastz (Harris 2007) to identify the genomic region of the B. bruxellensis sequence used as 227 reference containing the sequence of HcD transcript id HQ693758.1 and using bedtools to extract 228 the coverage of the mappings of the samples OEP_A_10, OEP_B_11, and OEP_C_13 (the ones 229 with the highest coverage of each B. bruxellensis strain). 230
Nr gene set catalogue 231
The cleaned reads were de novo assembled using IDBA-UD v1.1.1 (Peng et al. 2012 ) using the pre-232 correction parameter in order to account for the uneven sequencing depths. Genes were then 233
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Afterwards, the nr gene sets were pooled and clustered using usearch with the same parameters to 238 generate the final nr gene set catalogue used for the functional potential comparative analyses. 239
Comparative analyses 240
The reads of each sample were mapped against the nr gene set catalogue using bwa mem (Li & 241
Durbin 2009) to then obtain the coverage of each gene using samtools and bedtools. The coverage 242 was used to build an abundance matrix. We then performed principal component analysis (PCA) on 243 the normalized matrix using the function prcomp from R v3.2.0 with scaling. Given that sample 244 OEN_23 was identified as an extreme outlayer and that the O. oeni inoculation did not succeed in 245 this replicate, it was removed from the subsequent comparative functional potential analyses. As 246 another method to evaluate the variation between and within the inoculation types, we calculated 247 the Bray, Jaccard and Euclidean distances with the R package vegan using the abundance matrix 248
and the values were clustered using the average and the ward.D methods. 249
Next, we assigned a KEGG orthology (KO) to the predicted nr genes using blastx with e-value 250 0.000001 against the KEGG database. The blast hits were filtered by a minimum bit score of 50 and 251 minimum of 30% identity. A new abundance matrix was built for the genes with a KO 252 identification. Subsequently, we identified KOs in differential abundance, i.e. statistically 253 significant less or more abundant in a given inoculation type when compared to another inoculation 254 type. To this end, we performed in R a Fisher test with the alternative hypothesis of greater and less 255 and corrected P using FDR. A contingency table for the Fisher tests using the mean of the replicates 256 was made for comparing each of the inoculation types against the control, the OEP_A/B/C against 257 OEP, OEN_A/B/C against OEN, OEN against OEP, and each of the O. oeni_A/B/C against the 258 corresponding B. bruxellensis strain. We kept as statistically significant those with a FDR ≤ 5%. 259
(which was not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder, who has granted bioRxiv a license to display the preprint in perpetuity. Although two replicates were produced for each inoculation type and control, it was not possible to 278 extract DNA from one of the replicates of the inoculation with OEP and Brett_C. Regarding the 279 inoculation with only OEN, one of the replicates (OEN_23) has the lowest number of reads 280
(1,899,372). Thus, it was removed from the taxonomic and functional comparisons, as it would not 281 capture the low abundant microbes identified by the other samples and it represented an extreme out 282 layer in the evaluation of the functional potential profile with a PCA of all the samples due to its 283 low sequencing depth (Supplemental Figure 1) . 284
The sample OEN_B_18 has the highest number of reads (162,426,646), thus it was removed from 285
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303
To test whether the identified O. oeni bacteria in the wines not inoculated with it derive from the 304 native grape flora, we evaluated the amount of MLF in the samples. We identified malic acid in the 305 samples inoculated with OEN and OEP at day 114, but no malic acid in those not inoculated with 306 our O. oeni strains (Figure 1) . 307
Bacterial identifications 308
In the PCA of the identified bacterial species (Figure 2A ), most samples cluster tightly together 309 with the controls, with the most variable samples being from the Brett_C inoculation and the 310
Brett_A combined with both O. oeni strains. Brett_C_8 has the least number of bacterial 311
The copyright holder for this preprint . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/216390 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online  sample with double sequencing depth (Brett_A_3). Similarly, other inoculation types have a total 314 number of identifications uncorrelated to their depth of sequencing. For example, OEP_A_10 has 315 the highest number of identifications, and the pair has ~1/6 of its sequencing depth (the sample with 316 second highest sequencing). However, it has similar number than OEN_A_15, which has less 317 sequencing than it. Also, the other samples with top highest sequencing have similar number of 318 identifications to the control samples (which have mean depth of sequencing). 319
Bacterial differential abundance 320
Regarding the differentially abundant identifications, OEN is the inoculation type with the lowest 321 number of bacteria present in higher abundance compared to the controls (33, while the mean is 322 144.6 and median 144), Brett_A was the second, with 38 taxa, and OEP is the third with 54. In 323 regards to the number of species in less abundance compared to the controls, the inoculations with 324 only Brett_A have around the average (118, average= 120.1), while OEN has 141 and OEP_C has 325 the maximum (148) ( Figure 2B ). Interestingly, while Brett_A alone is the one changing the least the 326 bacterial community, it is also the one that changes it the most when inoculated together with O. 327 oeni (both OEP and OEN). Comparing the patterns of the number of higher and less abundant 328 species of all the inoculation types compared to the control, we observed that all the inoculation 329 types have similar amount of less abundant bacteria, with the largest difference being only in the 330 number of higher abundant bacteria in OEN_A and OEP_A. OEP_A had the highest number of 331 species present in higher abundance compared to the control (412, while the mean is 144.6 and the 332 median is 144), and OEN_A had the second highest number of species present in higher abundance 333 compared to the control (300). OEN was the one with the lowest number of bacteria present in 334
higher abundance compared to the control (33). Also, compared to Brett_A, both OEN_A and 335
OEP_A have low numbers of differentially less abundant bacteria (24 and 36, respectively). When 336 compared to OEP, OEN has 37 species in differentially higher abundance, and 142 in less 337
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Abundance correlations and taxonomic distances 343
The number of positive and negative taxonomic abundance correlations not affected by the 344 inoculation type (i.e. likely those that are due to the basic wine microbial community interactions) 345 are almost the same (371 and 384, respectively) ( Figure 3B 
Plasmid and fungal identifications 360
Similar to the bacterial community, OEP is the closest to the control in the plasmid profiling 361 (Supplemental Figure 2A) . Also, similar to the bacterial profiling, inoculation of Brett_A to OEN 362 and OEP causes most plasmids to be in differential higher abundance than inoculation of the O. oeni 363
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We identified a lot of functional potential variability, even within the controls ( Figure 4A ). OEN 392 clusters close to OEP, which are closer to the control samples than any of the other samples. We 393 identified variation in the functional potential between pairs of similar and different amount of 394 sequencing. For example, the OEN_B replicates are functionally close in spite of the large 395 difference is sequencing depth (they cluster in the same tight cluster not containing the controls). 396
The two OEN_C replicates separate in two different tight clusters not containing the control samples 397 and the two OEP_A replicates separate into two different clusters, one being a tight cluster 398 containing OEP_A_9, and a loser one containing the control samples and OEP_A_10. This OEP_A 399 pair is among the pairs most distant to each other. Furthermore, the sample with the least number of 400 assembled nr genes was Brett_B_6 (9,184) and OEP_A_10 had the highest (41,618), although its 401 depth of sequencing was not the lowest. The sample with the lowest depth of sequencing (OEN_23) 402 and that with the highest (OEN_B_18) had assembled around the mean number of nr genes (14,078 403 and 19,651, respectively, mean= 18,219.39). 404
Differentially abundant functions 405
We found that most of the differentially abundant KOs compared to the control are in lower 406 abundance (average higher abundance= 1,221.8, median higher abundance= 1,153, average less 407 abundance= 1,676.2, median less abundance= 1,531). However, when assigning the KOs to 408 pathways, more pathways are affected by KOs in higher abundance (average= 36.1, median= 25) 409 than by those in lower abundance (average= 23, median= 10). Compared to the other inoculation 410 types, Brett_A has the highest number of differentially abundant KOs in higher abundance (2,748). 411
Brett_A, OEP_A, OEN and OEN_C are the ones where there are more KOs in higher than in less 412 abundance. However, OEN_A does not follow the same pattern of Brett_A and OEP_A ( Figure 5A ). 413
We found that the inoculation only Brett_B and OEN_B had the highest numbers of differentially 414 less abundant KOs compared to the control (3,481 and 3,582, respectively, average= 1,676.7, 415
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HCA derivatives 457
To evaluate whether an increase in the release of HCA has the potential to produce more off-flavour 458 compounds, we looked for genes in our nr gene set catalogue involved in the processing of HCAs. 459
We identified a gene from Erwinia gerundensis (a cosmopolitan epiphyte) with 35.294% identity 460 annotated with the KO K13727 (phenolic acid decarboxylase), which has decarboxylation activity 461 
57x). 487
It is a free-living nonparasitic protozoan which feeds upon bacteria which can be found in 488 freshwater and marine environments. These samples that have it in top abundance also have less 489 bacterial identifications compared to the rest or compared to their respective pair. However, the 490 causal relationship cannot be identified, although it deserves further study. 491
Among the top abundant bacteria identified in OEP combined with a B. bruxellensis strain, we 492 found several LAB that are examples of bacteria being promoted as an effect of the use of a specific 493
(which was not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder, who has granted bioRxiv a license to display the preprint in perpetuity. In regards to AF, we identified in various samples the fungi Mucor indicus, previously isolated 514 from the traditional fermented Indonesian food tempeh, and with the capability of producing 515 ethanol is comparable with that of S. cerevisiae. Also, in one OEP_C sample we identified Candida 516 sorboxylosa, an ethanol producing and tolerant yeast species from fruits for production of bio-517 ethanol that is common to the winery environment. 518
Microbial community identification comparisons 519
The copyright holder for this preprint . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/216390 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Nov. 8, 2017; be unable to grow in these wines, because when inoculated alone it was identified at only 0.4x, and 524 when inoculated with O. oeni, it was identified in very low abundance (Table 1 sometimes not, depending on certain unidentified conditions. Such inability to predict with 528 precision the activity of a spoilage yeast and its effect on the entire microbial community highlights 529 the importance in wine-making of inoculating with sufficient numbers of strong and viable yeast 530 and bacteria to ensure the presence of the desired microbial community (Gerbaux et al. 2009 ). 531
In the identification of bacterial species from plasmids, all the inoculation types seem to have an 532 effect on the community compared to the controls, while on the bacterial community there was an 533 effect only for certain inoculation types. This suggests that the plasmids presence is inherently 534 variable, although to a low extent. The fact that OEP_A_10 has similar number of identified 535 plasmids to other samples in spite of being an out layer very distant from the pair (with about 536 double number of identifications than the pair) suggests that the difference in the plasmid profile 537 resides on the bacterial community (the plasmids hosts). Also, the differences in the number of 538 plasmids identified in the samples compared to their depth of sequencing, suggests that the number 539 of identifications is not mainly due to depth of sequencing. (which was not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder, who has granted bioRxiv a license to display the preprint in perpetuity.
The copyright holder for this preprint . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/216390 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Nov. 8, 2017; taxonomic profile. However, we also identified functional potential variation between pairs of 547 similar and different amount of sequencing, suggesting that the observed variability in the 548 functional potential is not due to differences in depth of sequencing. Interestingly, the variability is 549 such that even the controls do not cluster tightly together as in the taxonomic PCAs. But, similarly 550 to the impact of B. bruxellensis in the taxonomic identifications, most of the impact when O. oeni is 551 inoculated occurs when combining it with a B. bruxellensis, as OEN and OEP are the closest to the 552 control samples. These results suggest that the main changes in the wine microbial community 553 occur when B. bruxellensis is present. 554
In contrast to the taxonomic profiling, where most of the taxa of the different inoculation types 555 compared to the control was in statistically significant higher abundance, at the functional level 556 most of the differentially abundant KOs compared to the control are in less abundance. However, 557 the assignation of the KOs to pathways showed that more different pathways are affected by KOs in 558 higher abundance than by those in less abundance. This suggests that there is a need of a minimum 559 set of present pathways required by the wine microbiome to tribe in that particular system; such 560 minimum set can be perturbed by changes in the component KOs, however such changes do not 561 disrupt the entire pathway. Elimination of the presence of a KO (i.e. differentially less abundant 562 KO) is more disruptive to a pathway than a KO being present in higher abundance. 563
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The fact that both replicates of inoculating only with OEP and OEN cluster together with the 575 controls and have the lowest total of differentially abundant KOs (63 and 1477, respectively), while 576 the inoculations with only B. bruxellensis strains have larger numbers of differentially abundant 577
KOs, suggests that most of the functional potential impact is given by the B. bruxellensis strain than 578 by the O. oeni strain. 579
Also, the clustering patterns on the PCA of the taxonomic identifications suggest that the 580 combination of O. oeni and B. bruxellensis has an impact on the bacterial composition depending 581 on the strains being combined, both between and within inoculation types. It also suggests that in 582 some instances the presence of more of low abundant bacteria and difference in abundance of the 583 same bacteria accounts for the variation within the same inoculation type, rather than a radical 584 change in the bacterial composition. 585
The observation that O. oeni and B. bruxellensis have an impact on the bacterial composition 586 depending on the specific strains being combined, both between and within inoculation types, is 587 supported by the abundance correlation analyses. Correlations were not affected when taking into 588 account only one specific combination of O. oeni and B. bruxellensis, but when taking into account 589 the three possible combinations together for each O. oeni strain. In other words, the effect of 590 OEP_A is not the same as that of OEP_B and OEP_C, and also that of OEN_A is not the same as 591 OEN_B and OEN_C. Also, when looking at the functional potential evaluation, we found that 592 compared to the other inoculation types, Brett_A and OEP_A are among those with the highest 593 number of differentially higher abundant KOs. However, OEN_A does not follow the same pattern 594 while OEP_B is the one with the highest number of KOs present in higher abundance, the 598 inoculations of only Brett_B, OEN_B, and OEP_B are among the samples with the highest numbers 599 of differentially less abundant KOs compared to the control. This suggests that Brett_B reduces the 600 functional potential of the system, regardless of the O. oeni it is inoculated with. On the other hand, 601
Brett_C has a similar number of higher and less abundant KOs compared to the control. However, 602
OEN_C is the second with the highest number of KOs present in higher abundance and OEP_C is 603 the third with highest number of KOs present in less abundance. This suggests that the effect of 604
Brett_C on the functional potential depends on the O. oeni strain. 605
Notably, although OEN_A and OEN_C have the least number of replicable top abundant genes, the 606 OEN_B samples have the highest percentage of replicable top abundant genes, suggesting that the 607 OEN_B functional profile is more replicable and less variable than that of the other inoculation 608 types, again highlighting the different impact in the microbial communities that O. oeni strains have 609 depending on the B. bruxellensis strain present. 610
The observation that the inoculations of Brett_A together with both OEN and OEP have low 611 numbers of differentially less abundant bacteria suggests that the inoculation of Brett_A with O. 612 oeni seems to impact the community by allowing the growth of more bacterial taxa instead of by 613 repressing their growth. Although the large variability within the OEP_A inoculation type is likely 614 due to the ability of the Brett_A to grow poorly or successfully with OEP, this same effect is not 615 observed in OEN_A, bec ause in OEN_A one replicate grew more than the other, but the core of the 616 OEN_A inoculation type is the largest (Figure 3A) . Among them, we found Lactobacillus 617 paracollinoides, isolated from brewery environments, Lactobacillus pentosus, the most prevalent 618 lactic acid bacterium in Spanish-style green olive fermentations, and Staphylococcus equorum, 619 frequently isolated from fermented food products and contributing to the formation of aroma 620 compounds during ripening, especially in cheeses and sausages. 621 O. oeni strain specific effect 622 OEN had the lowest number of bacteria present in higher abundance compared to the control, and 623
higher abundance. This suggests that the inoculation type that affects the least the wine microbial 625 profile (after 6 months of inoculation) is that of a single O. oeni strain. This is supported by the 626 microbial abundance correlation analyses, where the number of correlations affected by the 627 inoculation of O. oeni is close to the number of affected correlation identified by the removal of the 628 control samples. Furthermore, OEP has the least number of higher and less abundant KOs compared 629 to the control, and its functional potential diversity clusters together with the controls (Figures 4B,  630 5A), suggesting that OEP causes the least change in the functional potential compared to the other 631 inoculation types. Compared to OEP, OEN has more KOs present in higher abundance than present 632 in less abundance, however, when looking at the pathways those KOs belong to ( Figure 5B), only 633 10 pathways in higher and 10 in less abundance are identified. These observations suggest that the 634 degree of functional impact of those O. oeni strains alone is similar. 635
We observed low numbers of replicable genes present in the 5% top abundant genes in both 636
replicates of OEN_A ( Figure 5D ), although they have around the mean number of top abundant 637 genes. This is likely due to the difference in abundance of O. oeni; one of the replicates had O. oeni 638 in high abundance, while the other had the O. oeni in very low abundance and the B. bruxellensis in 639 moderate abundance. 640
The effect of the abundance of B. bruxellensis 641 Interestingly, in the viral profiling, in OEN_A we identified in higher abundance compared to the 642 control two viruses against fungi, Phytophthora infestans RNA virus 1 and Saccharomyces 643 cerevisiae killer virus M1 (also in higher abundance in OEN_B). It could be that these viruses 644 contribute to a reduction of the fungal diversity in this OEN -B. bruxellensis combinations 645 compared to those combined with OEP, where fungal diversity seems to be increased. However, this 646 would need further experimental validation. 647
Notably, when checking the pathways differentially abundant in only a given inoculation type 648 derived from differentially abundant KOs, the comparisons of O. oeni_C versus Brett_C have the 649
(which was not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder, who has granted bioRxiv a license to display the preprint in perpetuity. The observation that OEP alone is closest to the control in the taxonomic profiling, and that it has a 659 strong effect on the bacterial profile when B. bruxellensis is in high abundance is notable, given that 660
HCAs have been shown to inhibit the growth of many microorganisms (Kheir et al. 2013) . 661
Furthermore, there is evidence that the concentration of 4-ethylphenol and 4-ethylguaiacol is lower 662 when malolactic bacteria are present before exposure to Brettanomyces, so that it has been 663 suggested to inoculate with commercially available strains as the time needed for spontaneous MLF 664 is unpredictable giving prolonged risk for exposure of B. bruxellensis (Nielsen & Richelieu 1999) . 665
Flavour potential 666

Taxonomic and functional potential identifications 667
In regards to taxonomic identifications related to flavour formation in wine, we found only in the 668 OEP_C sample the bacterium Lactobacillus diolivorans (176 mapping reads), which degrades 1,2-669 propanediol, a compound that is nearly odourless but that possesses a faintly sweet taste. Also, only 670 in this sample we found the fungi Clavispora lusitaniae (596 mapping reads), which has been found 671 to produce a good balance between concentrations of ethyl acetate (sweet smell) and high alcohols. 672
In regards to potential functions, the β-glucosidase activity is involved in the hydrolysis of several 673 important compounds for the development of varietal wine flavour profiles, and microbial β-674 glucosidases have been used for the enhancement of wine aroma. Importantly, glucosydases not 675
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MLF 681
To evaluate whether the presence of B. bruxellensis affects the occurrence of MLF, and thus its 682 effect in reducing the acidity of the wine, we looked for genes annotated as malate dehydrogenase 683 
HCA production 690
The cinnamoyl esterase activity can also be present in different fungi, suggesting that under certain 691 unidentified conditions, the variability of fungi promoted by the combination of OEP with a well 692 growing B. bruxellensis could possess this esterase activity and contribute to the increase in the 693 production of HCAs. However, we could only find two yeast genes with inconclusive functional 694 annotations. Thus, it cannot be concluded that there is a higher production of HCA due to the 695 potential activity of other fungi, further experimental functional characterization should be 696 performed on these identifications to validate whether they confer the cinammoyl esterase activity. 697
The observations from the abundances of the phenolic acid decarboxylase and ferulic acid 698 decarboxylase 1-like genes also suggest that the presence of genes with putative decarboxylase 699 activity on HCAs is not dependent on the presence of a specific O. oeni strain with or without the 700 esterase activity, but on the B. bruxellensis strain, because it is also in the control samples and 701
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